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Abstract. The Center for Research Libraries has undertaken a research and
planning grant to help ensure long-term availability of important documents and
messages disseminated via the World Wide Web by non-governmental political
groups and parties. As an introduction to the project, this paper focuses on the
curatorial challenges of selection, typology, and timing for archiving the very
broad and disparate array of political communications sites. In preserving
political Web communications, defining typology assists curators in their
selection and identification process, in creating controlled metadata vocabulary
and in creating a subject-driven access portal. Timing studies assist in
determining frequency of capture for ephemeral Web material.

1 Introduction: Project, Participants, Goals
The Political Communications Web Archiving Project is a research and planning
initiative under the coordination of the Center for Research Libraries (CRL) and
funded by a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. The investigation seeks to
help ensure long-term availability of the important documents and messages
disseminated via the World Wide Web by non-governmental political groups and
parties. These kinds of materials comprise a valuable source of historical and social
science information but they are by nature fugitive and susceptible to loss. This
project will lay the methodological groundwork for their cooperative preservation.
The joint planning effort focuses on four world regions, each under the responsibility
of the Project’s four university partners: Cornell University (Southeast Asia), New
York University (Western Europe), Stanford University (Sub-Saharan Africa), and the
University of Texas at Austin (Latin America). Also participating in the effort are the
San Francisco-based Internet Archive and the Library of Congress.

Within the past decade the World Wide Web has emerged as a vital medium of
political communication. It now serves political activists, parties, popular fronts, and
other non-governmental organizations (NGOs) as a global message board through
which to communicate with constituents and the world community. The Web
provides a widely accessible and relatively unrestricted medium for rapid broadcast of
information and public posting of critical documents such as manifestoes,
constitutions, declarations, and treaties.
Such communications are the digital-era counterparts of the posters, pamphlets,
broadsides and other forms of street literature that have long served as an
indispensable source of information on political ideology and strategy.
Unfortunately, the content of Web-based political communications is disappearing
without being properly archived. While extremely important for scholarly research in
the humanities and social sciences political communications have received little
attention in national efforts to devise a preservation strategy for digital materials.
Those efforts have tended to focus on materials such as electronic journals, moving
image, audio, and commercial broadcast media, which are generated by commercial
producers and organizations and where preservation strategies can involve the
cooperation of the producers. Political communications in print and electronic form
are more ephemeral precisely because of the inherent difficulty in engaging the
producers, usually political activists with no long-term interest in the archiving
activity.1
The CRL investigation is using Web communications produced by political groups
in Southeast Asia, Latin America, and Sub-Saharan Africa and by radical
organizations in Europe as a test bed of materials. The effort is in the process of
elaborating a framework, methodologies, and technical specifications for three aspects
of ongoing, sustainable archiving:
• Long-term resource management: The organizational and economic framework
necessary to support archiving, management, and preservation of Web political
materials on an ongoing, cooperative basis.
• Curatorship: The optimal curatorial regimes and practices for identification,
targeting and capture of Web political communications to be archived.
• Technology: The general technical requirements, specifications, and tools best
suited to the capture and archiving of political communications.
The project builds upon the investigations currently underway at the partner
universities, the Internet Archive, and the Library of Congress, and will draw
conclusions and identify methodologies that can be applied to the harvesting of
similar materials from all regions.
The primary uses of the archived materials are:
• Scholarly research and teaching, in particular by historians and political scientists;
• Study and informational use, by members of the international development, policy,
diplomatic, and journalism communities, and lay individuals;
• Inclusion in non-commercial publications/aggregations (TBD).
This paper does not attempt to cover the extensive research and evaluation being
conducted for all three aspects of the project listed above. As an introduction to the

project, this paper focuses on the curatorial challenges of selection, typology, and
timing for archiving the very broad and disparate array of political communications
sites. Although project participants have reached broad agreement on copyright and
intellectual property rights pertaining to the archive, these topics are beyond the scope
of this paper.

2 Identification and Selection
Content eligible for inclusion in the Archive includes static Web sites and
documents in all formats mounted on the surface Web. “Sites” here refers to a
collection of interlinked Web pages, including a host page, residing at the same
network location. These pages may include HTML files and all embedded or linked
documents and files, including text, image, sound, and moving image files. Also to
be considered for inclusion in the Archive, subject to further discussion by the
curatorial team, are:
• newsgroup postings (such as the Usenet postings archived by Google, cf.
http://www.google.com/googlegroups/archive_announce_20.html)
• Web site “defacements” (cf. “Analysis of the Defacement of Indian Web sites”
First Monday http://www.firstmonday.dk/issues/issue7_12/srijith/index.html and
http://www.civilservices.gov.in/lbsnaa/index.jsp#)
Related materials under the political communications rubric that might be
addressed by subsequent investigations include deep Web materials that are
password-protected or otherwise designed to be resistant to robots and access;
listserve digests; RSS feeds; and databases.2
Political communications Web sites in developing regions bring their own
complexities to the identification process. Multiple and unrelated sites are often
hosted on a single domain name, many sites are event driven, levels of political
instability may result in site volatility, and due to issues of connectivity and
repression, sites may be maintained out of country. A consensus was formed early in
the project that curators and area specialists would play a major role in the selection
process by providing seed URLs based on a collection policy statement and
guidelines. These would be added to a list of sites for scheduled automated crawls.
And, as event-driven sites emerge, curators would identify them for timely capture.
The need to be at the same time comprehensive was recognized and the ideal
curatorial regime for targeting materials will combine manual and automated
operations. Accordingly, one possible harvesting model discussed combines three
elements: selection by curators; wholesale web crawling with smart, or “learning”
robots;3 and reliance on larger, comprehensive Web archiving projects. Such a model
might involve human and automated as well as centralized and distributed processes:
1. Curatorial / selection activities – identification of the characteristics (e.g., URL,
domain, presence of keywords, etc.) of desired sites; specification of capture
regime (periodicity, extent, etc.); negotiation of permissions.
2. Central/automated functions - utilities and services include: operates utilities,
programs crawl, harvests, archives, aggregates; provides certification/

documentation of content authenticity; supplies feedback on results/data from
target sites, e.g., occurrence of new links, trends, resistance, patterns, etc., to
inform selection.
3. Backup functions: IA / Google / PANDORA / other organization harvests on a
wholesale basis as backup to selection; IA makes materials available for
retrospective harvesting.

3 Issues in Defining Typology
The project’s Curatorial Team is working on the elaboration of a classification
scheme with a controlled vocabulary for the types of sites that will be included in the
Archive. This scheme will be a permanent fixture of the project in at least three
distinct areas:
• As a tool used by curators in the selection and identification phase of collection
activities;
• As a controlled vocabulary for populating descriptive metadata elements, such as
“subject” and “keywords”; and,
• As part of an end-user, directory-driven subject access portal to the archived sites.
Several key issues regarding such a scheme or typology have been identified to
date. First and foremost is the recognition that, given the widely divergent nature of
politics and the “political process” in these four regions of the world, a narrowly
defined typology will create numerous problems. The current proposal is to thus
elaborate a broad and exhaustive scheme which would likely wind up including
numerous categories and sub-categories that might be specific to just one region.
Currently, the Curatorial Team is evaluating the categories pertaining to politics
contained in the UNESCO Thesaurus, most of which correspond to categories of
political actors or groups and doctrines, which would be augmented by regionspecific categories submitted by curators representing the four regions covered by the
project, as necessary.
Preliminary research has confirmed that a significant portion of the Web sites that
would be included in the Archive are “event-focused” as opposed to “actor-focused.”
Thus, another approach under examination is to essentially employ a dual
classification scheme, one that would comprise categories for type of political group
(political party, armed insurgent, NGO, etc.) as well as categories based on the nature
of the event around which the site is focused (election, plebiscite, coup d’etat,
insurgency, etc.). The UNESCO Thesaurus, to a certain extent, exhibits this quality,
but here again, it would need to be enhanced with the addition of region-specific types
of events.
For robust search and retrieval by end users of the archive a combination of
automatically generated and manually tagged metadata will be required to cover the
three categories of metadata generally associated with digital objects: descriptive,
structural, and administrative; the last being some combination of technical, rights,
source, provenance and preservation metadata. A metadata system that integrates all
three categories into an extensible, flexible package is the end goal.4 Project members

are evaluating harvesters to review quality of site capture and automatically generated
metadata.

4 Timing Issues
The primary issue here has to do with “frequency of capture,” which is of crucial
importance for two reasons:
• The average life span of a page on the Web is estimated to be just 44 days.5 Sites
that are identified for capture and inclusion in the Archive will have to be
crawled in a timely manner or they may be lost forever.
• Content updates on some target sites will take place numerous times during a
single day, while other sites remain unchanged for years.
Preliminary research on the types of sites that would be included in this Archive
has revealed that the frequency of content updates on the sites varies widely
depending on numerous factors, including the nature of the group itself or of the event
with which the site is connected.
Project staff conducted two exercises to identify and document timing issues in
relation to Web coverage of electoral processes. One exercise, conducted in late 2002,
involved sites from the LANIC Electoral Observatory, a directory of links to Latin
American election sites. A total of 148 URLs from the Observatory were searched
through the Internet Archive’s (IA) Wayback Machine. These URLs corresponded to
a total of 21 separate electoral processes held in 15 countries of Latin America
between December 1998 and June 2002.
A full 61% of the 148 sites had already disappeared from the Web by the time the
exercise was conducted, thus reinforcing this Project’s rationale regarding the
volatility and fugitive nature of political communications on the Web. Of the 148 total
sites, 19 sites (13%) were not present in the Internet Archive at all. Of the 129 sites
with a presence in the Internet Archive, in 36% of the cases, the crawled versions of
the site available in the Archive did not include the critical time period leading up to
the elections themselves. This highlights the need for curator-driven input into crawl
scheduling and frequency of capture in the case of time-sensitive political events.
In spring of 2003, a separate exercise was conducted looking at 38 Internet
Archive-crawled sites related to the Nigerian electoral process. Results similar to the
Latin American exercise were obtained, reinforcing the need for the archiving project
to build in mechanisms that will facilitate systematic curator input on the capture
schedule for selected sites.
Based on these findings we propose a two-tiered approach, automated and
selective, whereby one set of curator-identified sites would be crawled according to a
periodic schedule (i.e., Group A sites weekly, Group B sites monthly, Group C sites
quarterly, etc.), while another set of sites would be identified by curators on the basis
of current or “breaking” events and fed into the crawl along with a frequency
timetable (i.e. “four times per day for the next two weeks, daily for two months, etc.).

5 Acceptable Levels of Loss
No combination of curatorial regime and technological platform will ever succeed
in capturing “all of the content all of the time” that a researcher of Web-based
political communications might want. There will always be some degree of content
“loss” from what existed on the Web live at a point in time, and what is retrievable
from the Archive.
As part of the LANIC Electoral Observatory exercise described above, we also
documented “levels of loss” for the 129 electoral sites that were present in the Internet
Archive. For 12 of the 129 sites (9%), there was essentially no access to the site
content at all even though the site appeared in the IA’s index as having been captured.
In some of these cases the site Home Page displayed, but clicking on any of the
content sections brought up an error message, in others requesting the Home Page
itself resulted in an error message.
In 78 of the sites, or 60% of the 129 in the Archive, there was a significant loss of
content, such as image files missing, an inability to access content beyond the second
or third level of the site, or non-functioning site navigational aids. Typically, we had
better success retrieving adequate content from the Archive of sites relying on older
Web techniques such as static HTML pages, and less success with sites that tended to
incorporate newer or more advanced technologies or that were generally more
complex from a design or information architecture standpoint.
Project staff are in the process of planning a series of surveys and exercises to be
conducted with scholars and area specialists to ascertain what would be an
“acceptable level of loss,” that is, defining a point beyond which a capture regime
would result in a product which would essentially not be of sufficient use to a
researcher.
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Project PRISM is developing a risk management methodology for the
preservation of web sites: Kenney, Ann R., Nancy Y., Botticelli, Peter, Entlich,
Richard, Lagoze, Carl, Payette, Sandra.: Preservation Risk Management for Web
Resources: Virtual Remote Control in Cornell's Project Prism
(http://www.dlib.org/dlib/january02/kenney/01kenney.html).
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The BnF has been exploring the feasibility of harvesting the deep web:
Masanes, Julien: Towards Continuous Web Archiving: First Results and an Agenda
for the Future: (http://www.dlib.org/dlib/december02/masanes/12masanes.html.
See also Bergman, Michael K.: The Deep Web: Surfacing Hidden Value
http://www.press.umich.edu/jep/07-01/bergman.html; Raghavan, S., Garcia-Molina,
H.: Crawling the hidden Web. http://www.dia.uniroma3.it/~vldbproc/017_129.pdf.
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One such smart crawler is Mercator (http://research.compaq.com/SRC/mercator/).
Heydon, Allan, Najork, Marc: Mercator, a Scalable, Extensible Web Crawler
(http://www.research.compaq.com/SRC/mercator/papers/www/paper.html). The BnF
has been using the Xyleme crawler (http://www.xyleme.com/en/index_html).
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The prime candidate is the METS standard (http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/),
which has been developed to serve as a SIP, an AIP and a DIP in an OAIS-compliant
system. The technical team will be evaluating the feasibility of using METS for
metadata management, access and object navigation.
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